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Welcome back to the Summer term!
As we move further into lockdown we are trialling a couple of live streaming whole school
events. Thank you to everyone who joined the choir on Wednesday. It was lovely to see all the
children joining in with some of our favourite songs. Next week the choir will be streamed at the
same time (1330 on Wednesday) and we will also be trying out a street dance session (1330 on
Tuesday).
We also aim to send out a video each Monday instead of our normal assemblies. We have the
video ready to go for next week (you will see our various levels of coordination). For the week
after we want to put together a video that includes the children as well as the staff. One of our
favourite songs is Friends Forever. This is a really special song for us as children at Hadrian wrote
it and we perform it every year during Sign to Sing week.
You can find the instructional video here https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fis5jvYANBQ It
would be brilliant if you could record your child doing the signs for a section of the song and
send it into office@hadrianacademy.co.uk we will try to put them all together in a video. So we
can include as many children as possible we have divided the song up.
Find the section allocated to your Year group and record your child signing that part of the
song (families are welcome to join in too).

Me! You! You! Me!
Friends Together
Me! You! You! Me!
Friends Forever

School staff/ Year 3

Sign by sign
We can go anywhere
Sign by sign you know
I'll always be there

Year 1 / Reception

A pat on the back
And a smile today
Thumbs up, great work
Shake hands let's play

Year 2

I’ll hug you tight and
Close when you’re scared
I’ll show you I love
And always will care

Year 4

Side by side
We can go anywhere
Side by side
I'll always be there

Year 5 / Year 6

Finally, I know that some families are looking towards the future and are concerned that
their child might not be ready for the next academic year. Please don’t worry! We don’t
know what the future will hold but we do know that when school opens again we will
need to adapt and change so your child gets the transition that they need. Every child
at Hadrian will be in the same situation and so it’s our job to support them back into
school and make sure that they feel happy and safe, not overwhelmed. We are very
excited to have the children back in school and we are already planning how to make
this return work for your child. In the meantime, try to make sure that your child feels safe
and that you are spending as much time as you can supporting each other as a family.
Even if that means that sometimes the online learning doesn’t get done, that’s fine!
Thank you, as always, for your continued support.

Hannah Bennett
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Work by Year 1

Ariana
Oakley

Millie
Hari - Fractions
Nina

Josiah

Hari

Boedi

David
Rayaan

Rayaan

Lexie

Oktawian

Ariana topic work

Grace

May

Evie

Nicholas

Work by Year 2
This week year 2 have
started to learn about
living and non-living
things. Maxwell visited
his
allotment
and
found some newts in
his pond!
Amelia went outside
and found lots of
different things that
were living.
The children enjoyed listening to and reading the
story of Aliens Love Underpants and did some
super writing about their favourite parts of the
story. You can read what Adam and Solomon
thought of the story.

For PE Jacob created an excellent
obstacle course in his garden.

Work by Year 3

Kynan

Aimee

Marcel, Aimee and Kynan have been getting creative with
their topic work!

Marcel

Remi
Jamie
Jamie has been playing games to improve his times table
knowledge and Remi has been practising using lots of different
methods.

Sophia
Alice

Year 3 were set a task to write a
letter to tribe elders, persuading
them to let Bee (our main
character) have a new job...
here are a few!

Alice

Riley – an
excerpt
-

Shanaya

Shanaya has written a description about
the main character and her dog using
lots of adjectives!

Robin typed up a lovely
description

Lily used the description in the book
to draw a picture of Bee's dream!

Poppy growing herbs

Poppy

Isla has been collecting
flowers

Harris and Anaya

Raphael done a great
comprehension

Work by Year 4
Beau

Aleksander

Charlotte H

Esme

Jack

Brandon

The Iron Man – People’s Thoughts.

22nd April 2020

What does Hogarth’s father think when he first hears about the Iron Man?
Hogarth’s father is super angry because he thinks that the Iron Man will try to raid the town.
What does the first farmer think when he first hears about the Iron Man?
The first farmer thinks that the Iron Man is not real
What does the second farmer think when he first hears about the Iron Man?
The second farmer thinks that the Iron Man is real and that he should look for the Iron Man
What does Hogarth think when he first sees the Iron Man?
Hogarth feels terrified because he saw the Iron Man
What does Hogarth think when they are trapping the Iron Man?
Hogarth ws feeling happy because he had trapped the Iron Man.
What does Hogarth think when the Iron Man is buried?
Hogarth felt sorry for the Iron Man because he had lured him into the pit.

Lucas

The Iron Man Character Thoughts
Mica

Hogarth’s Father:
Worried, confused, in danger.
First Farmer:

Jakey

Disbelief, unhelpful.
Second Farmer:
Helpful, angry at their property being
damaged.
Hogarth’s First Sight of Iron Man:
Frightened, creeped out, unsure of
what it was.
Trapping the Iron Man:
Excited to tell his Dad he’d caught him.
When The Iron Man Is Buried:
Sorry, regretful, sad

Esme

Jasmine

Zoe

Elsa

Brandon
Riley

Work by Year 5

Alfie

Sienna
Amirah

Oliwia

Ravneet

Lola

Kerry

Ghazi

Cory

Mya

Mariam

Ivet

Clara
Nikola

Poppy

Joy

Robbie

Poppy

Sufyan

Vlad

Sahir

Harrison

Noemi

Work by Year 6

Harry W has been
sharing his PE diary. It’s
amazing to see all the
things he has been
doing to stay active.

Finlay

Holly-May’s 3D NHS poster. There are two
little pots behind each cloud and we have
to put our worries in one pot and dreams
and nice things in the other pot.

Volcano fact posters

Matthew
Rosie

In Year 6, we have started our new unit in English learning about amazing inventions. See the
diary entry written by Jan imagining it was the day the invention of the airplane was
revealed and how he believes the public felt about the invention. Also see Connie's work,
considering which inventions she uses often and are important to her.

Wednesday 22nd April
1. L.O: To inference and predict human emotions and justify choices.
May 14 1908

Dear Diary,

The honour is indisputably theirs: Wilbur and Orville Wright made the first powered, sustained,
controlled, heavier-than-air flights at Kill Devil Hills, North Carolina on December 17, 1903.This
insane achievement was not known to the public until today when they showed the world
their aeroplane! Now we know the age of flight has been underway for over 4 years.
At first most people thought this was just a big plot for money but were soon shown
otherwise. When today they [Wilbur and Orville ] took turns flying Charles Furnas, one of their
mechanics, up as the world’s first aeroplane passenger. I truly wish I could have been there to
see it. Maybe one day I'll have the opportunity to fly somewhere new: sea travel is expensive
and I've never visited another country. There’s talk of other planes being built already around
the globe and I expect there'll be many public flights, maybe even one near here!
When I was younger I had a dream to fly, but my mother said that I wouldn’t get the chance
which left me devastated, now I just hope my descendants won’t be.
Until next time I write an entry,
Jan Stern.

Connie

Well done to Keira Casbard for her great
start to her reading target, earning 8 points
already this half term!

Wombat class reflected on ‘Amazing
Inventions’ as part of their English work. They
had to justify what they thought the 3 most
useful inventions are; it was great to see all the
amazing things they came up with.

Daniel

Nasri

Finley J

Reading comprehension work.

Rhea

Elliott

Emily

Emily

Ana

Eshan

